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**Abstract:** The increasing desire for using renewable energy sources throughout the world has resulted in a considerable amount of research into and development of concepts for wave energy converters. By now, many different concepts exist, but still, the wave energy sector is not at a stage that is considered commercial yet, primarily due to the relatively high cost of energy. A considerable amount of the wave energy converters are floating structures, which consequently need mooring systems in order to ensure station keeping. Despite being a well-known concept, mooring in wave energy application has proven to be expensive and has a high rate of failure. Therefore, there is a need for further improvement, investigation into new concepts and sophistication of design procedures. This study uses four Danish wave energy converters, all considered as large floating structures, to investigate a methodology in order to find an inexpensive and reliable mooring solution for each device. The study uses a surrogate-based optimization routine in order to find a feasible solution in only a limited number of evaluations and a constructed cost database for determination of the mooring cost. Based on the outcome, the mooring parameters influencing the cost are identified and the optimum solution determined.
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**1. Introduction**

The rising demand for sustainable and renewable energy in the world has led to increasing research into and development of alternative energy resources. By now, energy from, e.g., wind and solar is well developed and an active part of the energy mix in industrialised countries worldwide. Despite a comparatively large energy potential, one resource that still is not a part of the energy mix is wave energy. During the last few decades, the amount of research in wave energy absorption has been significant, resulting in a considerable amount of concepts for new wave energy converter (WECs), with varying levels of development. Despite the effort, the wave energy sector is not yet at a commercial stage, and further improvement must take place before wave energy can contribute to the energy mix.

The work in [1–3] list the levelized cost of energy (LCOE) for a range of energy resources, indicating the high price of wave energy compared to oil and gas (O&G) and even other renewable resources. As a result, there is an urgent demand to decrease the cost in order for wave energy to evolve from the current pre-commercial stage. According to [4,5], several parameters can be improved and take a considerable part in the cost reduction of wave energy. Despite different evaluations of the importance, station keeping moorings are listed as a driver towards lower cost, as they are estimated...
by [6,7] to compose 20–30% of the total structural cost of a WEC. In [8], the mooring is estimated to take up 8% of the CAPEX cost.

In addition to the cost, by now, mooring has also taken part in the failure of several WECs due to insufficient durability of the mooring system [7,9,10]. Consequently, a Danish research project entitled “Mooring Solutions for Large Wave Energy Converters” (MSLWEC) was initiated in 2014, which aimed at reducing the cost of the system, improving the applied design procedure and increasing the durability of the systems. Figure 1 illustrates a diagram of the project work and presents how the previous tasks have provided the basis and experience for this paper.

**Figure 1.** Flow diagram of the previous and related work [11–15] in the Mooring Solutions for Large Wave Energy Converters (MSLWEC) project.

The project took its point of departure in the Danish wave energy sector and four WECs, all considered to be large floating structures with passive moorings, meaning that the mooring does not take an active part in the energy conversion. The four WECs are the Floating Power Plant [16], KNSwing [17,18], LEANCON Wave Energy [19] and Wave Dragon [20], cf. Figure 2. In the early research works, the initial layout and design procedures were investigated (cf. [11]), and they highlighted a significant need for a more thorough and detailed design and investigation of the applied mooring systems. This conclusion was based on the fact that all environmental conditions were not fully included, and in most cases, a quasi-static approach was used. Finally, the project also concluded that there was a common tendency of applying traditions from the O&G sector in, e.g., using heavy mooring chains for the system. The following task [12] evaluated the initially-applied systems, identified the use of mooring chains as an inefficient solution and instead highlighted compliant, synthetic ropes as a potentially inexpensive and useful solution and, furthermore, identified a single anchor leg mooring (SALM) system as a strong potential for WEC mooring. Other studied like, e.g., Ref. [21,22] similarly identified synthetic ropes as an appealing solution.

**Figure 2.** The four WECs considered in the mooring optimization assessment. From left to right: Floating Power Plant, KNSwing, LEANCONWave Energy and Wave Dragon.
The following study [13] produced a large database of experimental data, used it to validate the initially-considered quasi-static design approach, and it identified a clear underestimation of mooring loads in extreme seas. Consequently, there was a need for a full dynamic analysis, as well as for further optimization of the initial mooring solutions since there was a clear possibility that these would not be capable of surviving in design storm conditions with extreme wind, wave and current.

Many different software packages are available for mooring analysis and have the capability to analyse the motion response and tensions under environmental load exposure according to limit states defined in design standards as in [23–26]. A number of tools was investigated in the project (cf. [14]) and has also been listed in other publications like [27]. A selected software package was validated against the experimental data in order to gain knowledge about the applicability of the tools on initial design, and the software proved its ability to model line tensions with acceptable overestimation of the tension without major tuning of the numerical model.

As presented in [13,27,28], the mooring characteristics are highly dependent on the site specification, mooring layout, materials, etc., and the response is, therefore, highly affected by the choices. The mooring design procedure is iterative, and it can be extremely time consuming to cover the full design space in order to find a solution that fulfils all defined requirements and, at the same time, provides a low cost. Based on the gained experience from the previous work on selecting tools, building hydrodynamic models and designing mooring, an optimization procedure must be utilized in order to find a cost-optimized solution, which introduces more reliable and fully-designed solutions compared to the initial layout.

In several studies like, e.g., [29–31], the energy absorption has been the objective of optimization with additional investigation of mooring line loads. The studies vary in the level of detail, the number of investigations of mooring configurations and the applied methodology, but they generally focus on operational conditions and the aim of improving the energy absorption as much as possible. This type of mooring is consequently reactive or active, and the actual cost of the moorings is not the objective of the studies. Naturally, optimizing mooring loads might reduce the needed strength of, e.g., lines and thereby reduce cost, but no actual cost investigation was done. Other optimization studies like, e.g., Ref. [32] treat the WEC farm layout in order to achieve the most feasible layouts for energy harvesting.

A passive mooring does not take an active part in the power take-off (PTO), and the cost is mostly determined by the extreme sea states during which survivability must be ensured. The present study focusses on the large floating WECs with passive moorings and uses an optimization procedure to reduce the mooring cost while securing that a reliable solution is found. The study continues the already presented work in the project “Mooring Solutions for Large Wave Energy Converters” and uses the four Danish WECs in Figure 2 as case studies.

The paper is structured with four sections including this Introduction. Section 2 describes the applied method and the design variables for the four cases, while Section 3 presents the results from each case. In Section 4, the work is summarized and discussed.

2. Method

This section presents the methodology used for the optimization study and describes the four cases by means of environmental conditions, design limits and choice of optimization parameters.

2.1. Mooring Cases

The presented WECs are planned for deployment at different locations and have differences in their design requirement. Because of this, four cases are defined, one for each WEC and its mooring system, which is designed and optimized for the relevant deployment site. In previous publications like [12], the potential of different mooring solutions was assessed, and based on this, three different mooring solutions are considered for the four WECs. These are illustrated in Figure 3 and cover: (a) a single anchor leg mooring (SALM) system with submerged buoys, a deformable tether and
a nylon hawser; (b) a taut turret system with nylon lines; and (c) a single point mooring (SPM) system with nylon lines and hawser.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.** General illustration of the mooring layouts considered in this study. (a) A single anchor leg mooring (SALM) system with the illustration of the displaced layout; (b) a taut turret system; (c) a synthetic and taut single point mooring (SPM) system. The figure defines the footprint radius (FPR) for each layout.

All lines are composed of a chain part at the seabed connection, a synthetic line and a chain part at the fairlead. This is necessary for re-tensioning, to account for creep and to account for installation tolerances. A 2 m-long piece of chain is located at the seabed, while a chain length corresponding to 6% of the total line length is located at the WEC connection. Table 1 lists the system applied to each WEC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEC</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
<th>Case 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mooring solutions</td>
<td>Taut turret</td>
<td>Taut turret</td>
<td>SALM</td>
<td>Taut SPM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Figure 3b</td>
<td>Figure 3b</td>
<td>Figure 3a</td>
<td>Figure 3c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water depth, $h$</td>
<td>30 m</td>
<td>40 m</td>
<td>25 m</td>
<td>25 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significant wave height, $H_s$</td>
<td>6.6 m</td>
<td>9.9 m</td>
<td>8.3 m</td>
<td>8.3 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak wave period, $T_p$</td>
<td>9.3 s</td>
<td>11.4 s</td>
<td>10.5 s</td>
<td>10.5 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative depth, $h/L_p$</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current velocity, $v_c$</td>
<td>1.3 m/s</td>
<td>1.0 m/s</td>
<td>1.5 m/s</td>
<td>1.5 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind velocity, $v_w$</td>
<td>33.0 m/s</td>
<td>39.9 m/s</td>
<td>34.0 m/s</td>
<td>34.0 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surge design limit</td>
<td>±29 m</td>
<td>±44 m</td>
<td>±30 m</td>
<td>±27 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch design limit</td>
<td>±15°</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.1.1. Environmental Conditions

Each WEC is planned for deployment at a specific site either at the DanWEC test facility in Denmark, the Danish part of the North Sea or at the Belgian coast. Prior to the optimization, the environmental conditions for each site were assessed, and the 100-year extreme conditions were
specified and can be read from Table 1. It is assumed that all waves are long-crested (2D), irregular and distributed in a JONSWAP spectrum with a peak enhancement factor $\gamma = 3.3$.

The current is assumed steady over time, while the wind is modelled as a steady component and a time-varying gust component. The latter is described by an NPD wind spectrum according to [33]. Both wind and current are assumed to be varying in the vertical direction and are modelled with a power law profile.

The wind speed defined in Table 1 corresponds to the 1-hour mean value at a height of 10 m, while the current velocity is at the still water level (SWL). All environmental loads are assumed to be aligned; hence, a full 2D problem is analysed.

2.1.2. Design Criteria

Different design standards are available and can be used in the design of mooring systems, e.g., [23–26]. These standards define the necessary requirements and ensure survivability in operational and extreme conditions by considering design in the ultimate, fatigue and accidental limit state (ULS, FLS and ALS). For a passive mooring system, the mooring should not affect the PTO, and [34] shows that ULS has the most dominant influence on the cost. The present study, therefore, only considers the ULS, which is the reason why the 100-year extremes are listed in Table 1. In several publications like, e.g., [35,36], the safety levels defined by the design standards have been discussed. A relaxation of safety levels for WECs compared to O&G structures has been suggested, due to the lower consequence if a failure occurs. In [35], the safety levels for API-RP-2SK and DNV-OS-E301 are compared, and it is found that the API standard provides higher safety than the DNV. ISO and IEC provide similar safety factors as API. In other works like [37–40], the topic of reliability assessment of WECs is treated with detailed work on calibration of safety factors, estimation of extreme values and reliability assessment approaches.

In order to follow the suggestion from [35] of using relaxed safety, the DNV-OS-E301 standard and the most relaxed consequence class (CC1) are used in the present analysis.

The standard focuses primarily on ensuring sufficient strength of the mooring lines and anchors to withstand the induced tensions. According to DNV-OS-E301, the design tension is defined by Equation (1):

$$T_{C,\text{mean}}\gamma_{\text{mean}} + T_{C,\text{dyn}}\gamma_{\text{dyn}} \leq S_C$$

where $S_C$ is the characteristic strength corresponding to 95% of the minimum breaking strength $T_{MBS}$ and $\gamma_{\text{mean}} = 1.10$ and $\gamma_{\text{dyn}} = 1.5$ are the safety factors for respectively the mean and dynamic part of the line tension. $T_{C,\text{mean}}$ is the mean tension, while $T_{C,\text{dyn}}$ is the dynamic part of the tension and is defined by Equation (2):

$$T_{C,\text{dyn}} = T_{MPM} - T_{C,\text{mean}}$$

where $T_{MPM}$ is the most probable maximum with a 63% probability of exceedance when the extreme peaks tend to follow a Gumbel distribution. By applying the safety factors for the given consequence class, a target annual probability of failure of $10^{-4}$ is obtained.

According to DNV [41], the anchor should be designed for the same design tension as the lines, while the characteristic anchor resistance provided by the manufacturer is reduced by a safety factor $\gamma_m = 1.3$.

DNV-OS-E301 only considers survivability in ULS, and hence, the excursion is not specified in the standard as a design criterion. However, the WECs are equipped with umbilicals, which puts a limit on the allowable excursion, because tensions in these must be prohibited [27]. The design of the umbilical is, therefore, often a part of the mooring design and a compromise between the cost of umbilical and mooring. In the present study, the excursion limit in Case 3 was defined by the developer, while it was approximated for the remaining cases by assuming a lazy-S layout for the umbilical; cf. Figure 4. By accounting for the minimum bending radius of a suitable cable, clearance between seabed and sea surface and for water level variations (high water level (HWL) and low water level (LWL)), it is
possible to calculate a cable length and an allowable excursion. This limit is defined in Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 4. Naturally, this is only a pragmatic approach to obtain an estimation of the excursion limit, but in the final design, a more detailed investigation and design of the interaction of the umbilical on the WEC must be included in the mooring design.

![Figure 4. The considered umbilical configuration and definition of the allowable excursion. HWL, high water level; SWL, still water level; LWL, low water level.](image)

The WEC in Case 1 is equipped with a wind turbine, which puts additional restraints on the motions. In operational conditions, the power production of the turbine must be considered, while it is merely vital to secure stability in the ULS. For the given turbine, a pitch limit of $\pm 15^\circ$ was defined by the developer; cf. Table 1.

2.1.3. Optimization Parameters

Considering the layout of the mooring solutions in Figure 3, several parameters can be varied for each solution and will change the characteristics of the system. Table 2 lists the optimization parameters for each case together with the maximum and minimum values considered for each parameter. As seen, the mooring and type of optimization parameters for Cases 1 and 2 are identical, while they vary for Cases 3 and 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
<th>Case 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mooring line diameter (mm)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of mooring lines (-)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawser line diameter (mm)</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Footprint radius (m)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buoy 1 diameter (m)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buoy 2 diameter (m)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Definition of the considered optimization parameters for each case and the applied value ranges. $\times$ denotes that the parameter is not considered.
For all cases, the Bridon Superline Nylon [42] is considered with the range of diameters listed in the table. The lines are modelled with a non-linear stiffness curve and structural parameters according to [42].

The definition of the footprint radius (FPR) is illustrated in Figure 3 and varies significantly for each case. In Cases 1 and 4, the maximum FPR is chosen in order to ensure that there is no interaction between the WEC and the lines; cf. Figure 5. For Case 2, this problem is not present, and the upper value is chosen based on the length of the device. For Case 3, it is based on the umbilical.

![Figure 5. Illustration of the WEC in Case 1 and the necessary limit on footprint radius (FPR) in order to avoid interaction between the line and structure.](image)

The unstretched mooring line length is not considered as a direct optimization parameter, even though it is varied for each configuration. For the WECs in Cases 1, 2 and 4, a vertical pretension is specified and fixed for all simulations, and therefore, the line length is varied dependent on the FPR and line stiffness in order to achieve this pretension. In Case 4, the vertical pretension is calculated to ensure vertical equilibrium between line tension and buoyancy of the surface buoy in calm seas. In Case 3, the line length is varied directly because of the FPR. In this case, the steel rods are not a part of the optimization, but are dimensioned based on the obtained design tension in the rods. The maximum dimensions of the buoys are decided based on the length of the tether. In Case 4, the value is based on the investigation of the available buoys from commercial manufacturers.

In Case 4, the hawser length is not varied since the zero-position of the buoy is fixed, and there is no pretension in the line. In early stages of the work, it was intended to use a nylon hawser, but a suitable solution was not found, so a rigid bar is used instead.

The anchor type is determined prior to the optimization as drag embedded anchors with vertical strength for Cases 1, 2 and 4, while a gravity-based anchor is used for Case 3. The anchors are designed based on the achieved tensions in the lines at the anchor point, and hence, the necessary anchor size is determined after each simulation is completed and is not an optimization parameter.

As seen from Table 2, the optimization considers between 4 and 10 lines in the layouts. In some applications (cf., e.g., [11]), configurations with three lines are considered. In this study, however, this number is considered insufficient in order to increase durability and redundancy, which is considered a vital parameter for a mooring system [27]. This is mainly a problem in the ALS, but must be taken into account early in the process. Figure 6 presents the influence from the number of mooring lines on the static behaviour of a mooring. Considering the first graph, it is indicated that the horizontal mooring stiffness, as expected, increases with the number of lines. By having only three lines, it is possible to achieve around 40% of the stiffness with 10 lines. Considering the second graph, the advantage of having more than three lines is clear. The figure presents the relationship between intact stiffness and the stiffness when one line is broken. With only three lines, almost all stiffness is lost, and even though two lines are remaining, the durability of the system can be expected to be much less. With 4–10 lines, 60–80% of the stiffness remains after one line fails. By also considering the third graph, it is seen that the static position of the device at failure of a line is significantly worse when only having three lines. The displacement is approximately 55% larger than with 10 lines with one broken,
while it decreases to 12% with 4 lines. The displacement is illustrated in Figure 6 with examples for 3 and 6 lines, where the displacement in the latter is almost negligible and hardly visible.

A traditional SALM system does not provide the same amount of redundancy as only one line connects the buoy to the seabed. For the given system, the hawser is composed of four lines, meaning that there is some redundancy if one nylon line breaks. However, in general, the system is much more vulnerable to failure. As a result, DNV-OS-E301 requires an additional safety factor of 1.2 in tension.

![Relative Mooring Stiffness](image1)
![Relative Stiffness at Failure](image2)
![Relative Displacement at Failure](image3)

**Figure 6.** Influence of mooring line number on intact horizontal stiffness, stiffness after failure of one line and the static position of the WEC after failure. The figure also illustrates two examples of the WEC position after a line failure. The red line indicates the broken line.

In a final design, it is necessary to ensure survivability in both ALS and ULS. As previously stated, this paper focusses on the ULS, but the above considerations and the fact that a solution with three lines has been discarded account for a simple and coarse evaluation of the ALS.

### 2.2. Mooring Analysis Procedure

There are different methods available for the evaluation of the wave-WEC interaction, generally divided into experimental and numerical methods. Experiments provide highly reliable solutions, but are time consuming and often expensive, and it is difficult to include all environmental loads without introducing significant sources of errors, especially in small-scale tests. Sophisticated non-linear numerical models can be established through, e.g., computational fluid dynamics (CFD) or smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH), but the computational demands for such calculations are immense, which is why the methods are not suitable for initial mooring design where many iterations are needed and the simulation time is long. Often, the boundary element method (BEM) is used, which assumes inviscid, irrotational fluids and uses linear potential flow theory with its assumption of small steepness waves and small amplitude structure motion. In the ULS, this theory is stressed significantly, due to the extreme wave condition and compliant mooring, which allows large motions, but this work builds
on the experience gained in previous work [15] where the applicability was validated for initial design and analysis.

In this study, the open-source BEM code NEMOH [43] is used, which provides the frequency-dependent added mass, radiation damping, wave excitation and Kochin coefficients. As explained in [44], the latter can be used for the calculation of the mean wave drift coefficients using the far-field formulation.

The output of NEMOH is coupled to the commercial time domain mooring solver OrcaFlex [45], which utilizes the Cummins equation to determine the coupled response of the WEC and mooring lines, by including all first and second order wave load contributions together with the wind and current loads. The output of the software package is a time series of line tension and WEC motions. The construction of the numerical model follows the procedure presented in [15].

Using linear theory on Case 4 is not without problems, as the device is an overtopping WEC where a safety system increases the draught in extreme seas to increase overtopping and decrease the loads. The BEM cannot directly account for overtopping, and by increasing the structure volume below the SWL, the loads are actually increased. In later research, this problem will be addressed and an improved model will be used. At present, the model is used with this inaccuracy, which especially is causing a significant problem with second order drift. Consequently, this first optimization of Case 4 has only been for 1st order wave loading, while both 1st and 2nd order effects are considered for the remaining cases.

2.3. Cost Database

For the calculation of the cost of each mooring system configuration, a database was constructed where the cost was calculated based on specification of the mooring components. The database included a high level of detail and considered the cost of both CAPEX and OPEX for a lifetime of 20 years. The database was based on the authors’ experience and knowledge from other marine projects, manufacturers and providers.

The following subsection provides some of the assumptions behind the numbers, but it is not possible to list costs directly in this paper.

2.3.1. CAPEX

Planning, design, survey and engineering comprise a significant part of the mooring cost and were included as a fixed price based on the type of mooring system. The cost included assumption of the entire design process from determination of environmental conditions, site and seabed surveys (including vessel and labour), analysis and detailed engineering, together with estimation of the cost for review and certification and planning of the installation. All cost was found based on the assumption of the duration of each task and the expected day-rates. Final inspection and project management were also included.

The manufacturing and procurement cost is primarily based on prices provided by manufacturers of the given components. For the nylon line, the cost is dependent on the minimum breaking strength (MBS) and includes the protective jackets, a chain part at the connection point between line and WEC and the cost of connections. The anchor cost is based on the type of anchor and necessary weight to ensure survivability and includes the chain at the anchor point.

The cost of buoys and stainless steel rods is based on a fixed cost per unit weight and with the estimation of the cost for the universal joint, top-swivels and connection hardware. The cost of fairleads with tensioners was included and dependent on the number of lines.

Estimating the cost of a turret system is highly complicated and is a significant part of the overall cost. For the given cases where turrets are included, the cost is a fixed price based on experience from comparable applications.

All component cost includes certification and delivery to a North European port.
The installation and hook-up cost is mostly dependent on the cost of the needed vessels and the amount of labour needed. For each type of mooring system, the types of vessels, cranes, etc., were decided, and the current day-rates for these were collected. Generally, it was assumed that one line could be installed per day and a total of two days were needed for tensioning of all lines. For each vessel day, four person-days were needed. The installation cost included cost for preparation in the port and estimation of waiting time for a suitable weather window.

The decommissioning cost was based on a dismantling cost corresponding to 110% of the installation and hook-up, while material disposal was estimated to be 1% of the CAPEX. A fixed value for seabed clean-up was found and dependent on the type of mooring system, as some systems have more seabed interaction than others.

The CAPEX is based on existing experience and current cost of vessels and labour. Naturally, this introduces some uncertainties in the calculations, particularly because presently, the cost rates are at the lowest level in a number of years due to the decline in the oil industry. Similarly, installation cost, etc., has been made with the assumption of waiting time, which is highly dependent on the site and season. For final cost evaluations, more specific input can be given to the cost database to decrease uncertainties, but presently, it provides generic and realistic estimations on the cost.

2.3.2. OPEX

The OPEX cost is based on a lifetime of 20 years and includes insurance, inspection and maintenance. The insurance is estimated as 1%/year of the total CAPEX, while 4 vessel days and 16 person-days are assumed for inspection and maintenance. This corresponds to checking and adjustment of tension after one month and after 1, 5 and 10 years. Replacements throughout the lifetime are assumed to correspond to 1.5% of the CAPEX based on experience.

Similar to the CAPEX, the OPEX cost introduces some uncertainties mainly resulting from the fact that some level of novelty is seen in the concepts. This means that no historical evidence is available to support the reliability for a 20-year deployment. Additionally, the risk of external damage to the system is difficult to take into account in the cost evaluation. Finally, the insurance cost takes up a considerable part of the OPEX, but in most industries, there is an increasing trend in this cost. Any type of failures due to mooring will expectedly lead to a significant increase in the insurance cost, and at present, several years of deployment are needed to build a reliability record in the industry and more knowledge about OPEX cost.

2.4. Optimization Procedure

According to the problem defined in Section 1, the objective of the current work is to minimize the cost of the applied mooring system while securing that the found system satisfies the ULS. This results in the optimization problem in Equation (3):

$$\min_{x \in D} f(x),$$

where $x$ is the variable vector, $f(x)$ is the objective function and $D$ is the design space; cf. Table 2. Since the cost and response are directly related to the combination of variables in the design space, a full simulation is required for each mooring configuration. The objective function, therefore, evaluates the cost of the mooring based on a dynamic simulation of the complete system under extreme conditions. As the complete design space has a significant size, it is not feasible to evaluate the complete space to find the minimum solution, and instead, a methodology should be applied aiding in the search for minimums with only a limited number of function evaluations. For the objective function used in this study, no derivative information is available for identifying the minimum as no analytical description of the response surface can be constructed. Therefore, a derivative-free surrogate-based (also denoted meta-model) optimization algorithm is used, which has the clear advantage of only requiring a relatively limited number of function evaluations compared to, e.g., evolutionary algorithms [32]. In the
surrogate-based optimization, the response surface is described by a surrogate model, constructed from the results of a limited number of function evaluations and used to identify the minimums. Several variations of derivative-free algorithms have been developed and presented in, e.g., [46,47], and this paper utilizes the surrogate-based algorithm in the MATLAB Surrogate Model Toolbox (MATSuMoTo) [48]; the model will be further explained in later sections. Figure 7 illustrates the steps in the algorithm as defined in [29,48].

![Figure 7](image)

**Figure 7.** Flowchart of the applied optimization procedure. BEM, boundary element method.

As illustrated in Figure 7, the procedure is initiated by evaluating the objective function in a number of tests (Steps 1–2) used to construct a surrogate model (Step 3). A new number of points are selected (Step 4), and the objective function is evaluated at these points (Step 5) and used to update the model (back to Step 2). This procedure is continued until a chosen termination criterion is met. The following sections will provide an explanation of each step in the procedure.

### 2.4.1. Initial Design of Experiments

In order to make the surrogate model, it is essential to have initial knowledge of the design surface by conducting a number of simulations. In order to ensure that sufficient data are obtained and an efficient surrogate model can be constructed, the sampling points must be chosen to provide as much information on the response surface as possible. A design of experiments (DoE) strategy is initiated, which covers several different concepts [49,50]:

- Latin hypercube
- Corner
- Latin square
- Full factorial
- Fractional factorial

It is not possible to determine prior to the evaluation which strategy is the best choice, but according to [49], Latin hypercube is often suitable. The present study utilizes this method. A sufficient number of evaluations in the DoE must be chosen, and in the given study, the numbers were based on the following Equation (4):

$$n_{\text{DoE}} = 2(d + 1) \quad (4)$$

where $n_{\text{DoE}}$ is the number of samples in the DoE and $d$ is the number of optimization parameters [50].

### 2.4.2. Surrogate Model

In general terms, the surrogate model can be expressed by Equation (5):
\[ f(x) = s(x) + \epsilon(x) \]  

where \( f(x) \) is the output of the objective function at point \( x \), \( s(x) \) is the output from the surrogate model and \( \epsilon(x) \) is the difference between them [48]. Many different types of surrogate models are available and presented in [46,51] and are generally either interpolating (radial basis functions (RBF) and kriging) or non-interpolating (polynomial regression models and multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS)) [51].

Different surrogate models suit different problems, and it is not possible to determine beforehand which model to choose without testing each of them. Considering that the purpose of the optimization is to find the optimum in a short time, testing each surrogate model to find the best is not feasible. In order to limit the influence of a bad surrogate model choice, model ensembles (or mixture models) can be used, which utilize weighted combinations of two or more models and emphasize the models that perform well (low error and high correlation coefficients) and restrict the influence from the poor models (large error and low correlation coefficients). The mixture models are represented as Equations (6) and (7) [51]:

\[ s_{\text{mix}}(x) = \sum_{r=1}^{N} w_r s_r(x), \]  

\[ \sum_{r=1}^{N} w_r = 1, \]  

where \( s_{\text{mix}}(x) \) is the output of the mixture model at point \( x \), \( N \) is the number of surrogate models in the mix, \( s_r \) is the output of the \( r \)-th model and \( w_r \) is the weight of it. MATSuMoTo uses the Dempster–Shafer theory to combine the models and takes advantage of correlation coefficients, maximum absolute error, median absolute deviation and root mean square error to calculate the weight \( w_r \) for each model, based on the performed objective function evaluations in the procedure [52].

Naturally, the number of surrogate models in the mix results in a larger number of models that need to be updated in each loop in the procedure and puts higher demands to the computational effort. On the other hand, the chance of selecting a poor model is minimized, and a much better description of the response surface is obtained [51].

Several studies like [46,51] have compared and investigated which models and model ensembles perform best, and [51] found that the use of RBF, either alone or in combination with other models, generally provided a reliable solution. Consequently, this study uses a model ensemble of a cubic RBF and a MARS model.

2.4.3. Sampling Technique

Different methods can be considered for choosing the sampling points in each loop. In general, either a randomized sampling technique or the constructed response surface can be used. In this study, the randomized method is used.

Within the randomized method, two different strategies can be used. A local search can be considered where the current optimum points are perturbed. This method is most suitable for problems where only a single minimum is present in the response surface, as the solver will tend to search towards one minimum and will not necessarily find more. The other strategy is a global search where the solver still perturbs the best points so far, but also selects a number of uniformly-distributed points in the whole design space. As the optimization progresses, the perturbation is decreased in order to find the best solution. When MATSuMoTo is no longer improving the output over a consecutive number of trials, the algorithm will restart with a new DoE and construct a new model based on the new evaluations in order to aim the search toward other areas of the design space [50].

When selecting the best candidate points, two criteria are used: the distance and response surface criteria. The distance criterion is based on the distance to already evaluated points, while the response
surface criterion is based on the value predicted by the surrogate model. A score is assigned to each point as a weighted sum of these two. In order to select a point close to the expected minimum, a large weight is put on the response surface criterion, while a large weight must be put on the distance criterion to select points in unexplored areas.

The optimization can either be considered as an integer or mixed-integer problem dependent on the variables. The different problems affect the sampling strategy as presented in [48,53,54], and for the mooring cost optimization, the definition of parameters are listed in Table 3. Most parameters are considered integer, such as line number, line diameters and footprint radius. Considering the installation process and allowable tolerances during installation, it is not relevant to consider the footprint radius as a continuous parameter. The buoys can be produced in custom sizes and are, therefore, continuous parameters in the optimization procedure.

**Table 3.** Definition of integer or continuous parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Integer</th>
<th>Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mooring line diameter (mm)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of mooring lines (-)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawser line diameter (mm)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Footprint radius (FPR) (m)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buoy 1 volume (m$^3$)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buoy 2 volume (m$^3$)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4.4. Penalty Function

Naturally, the least expensive mooring solution will be the one consisting of the least amount of materials, because cost for components, installation, etc., will be small, but this solution might not fulfill the design requirements defined in Section 2.1.2. In order to ensure that the solver accounts for this and to search for the least expensive solution that also fulfils the requirements, a cost penalty is applied to the inadequate solutions.

Different types of penalty functions can be applied when the criteria are exceeded, e.g., letting the cost be a fixed and high value or adding a fixed value to the actual cost. The first solution is not applicable as the result will provide a plateau on the response surface, and it will be more difficult for the solver to detect which solutions perform the best. The latter function will not provide a plateau, but will not be dependent on the performance of the system; hence, if the least expensive solution results in the largest exceedance of the requirements, it will still appear less expensive than a more expensive solution, which performs better and is closer to satisfying the requirements. Consequently, the following penalty function is applied through the following Equations (8) and (9):

$$ p_i = \frac{X_i - X_{i,C}}{X_{i,C}} $$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$ \text{Penalty} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} p_i \cdot scale + Fp $$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $p_i$ is the penalty associated with the violation of one design criterion, $N$ is the number of design criteria, $X_i$ is the simulated motion or tension and $X_{i,C}$ is the associated design criterion. The $scale$-factor is defined as a fixed value in $\epsilon$ and ensures that the mooring solutions that perform worst have the largest prizes, so that MATSuMoTo will diverge from them. The $Fp$-factor is defined as a fixed penalty in $\epsilon$, which is used to ensure that none of the insufficient solutions are less expensive than the most expensive and adequate solution. The $scale$- and $Fp$-factors must be determined beforehand by assessing the extreme cost difference between the possible solutions.
2.4.5. Termination Criterion

The optimization is finished when the solutions are converged; hence, the minimum mooring cost is found. As stated in [48,51], MATSuMoTo is asymptotically complete, indicating that if an indefinite number of calculations is performed, the global minimum will be found with a probability of one. However, the termination criterion is listed as a maximum number of evaluations, after which the minimum cost is identified.

OrcaFlex is generally computationally effective and can run more simulations simultaneously. It is possible to run a potentially large number of simulations, and 300 evaluations were selected. Considering Figure 8, the progress of the optimization for each of the cases is plotted. It is clearly observed how the optimization procedures manage to identify less expensive solutions until reaching a value where the solution converges. In the analysis of each case, the routine had one restart as mentioned previously, which means that the optimization is not based on one model constructed from 300 evaluations, but two models with less evaluations. Often, an approach is used where the routine is not restarted in order to check the convergence with a higher number of evaluations, but this has not been done in this research, and it is not expected to affect the result. From the figure, it is concluded that even less evaluations would have been sufficient for identifying an optimum. For Case 4, it is seen how the solutions in the DoE already provided a solution close to the optimum, but still manages to make further improvement.

![Figure 8](image_url)

**Figure 8.** Progress of the found objective function values for the four optimization cases. The function values $f_i$ have been normalized according to the optimum value $f_{opt}$.

3. Results

This section presents the outcome of the optimization routine when using the method as described in the previous section. Each case is presented separately and followed by a common discussion in the next section.

3.1. Case 1

The mooring solution in Case 1 consists of a synthetic turret system, and based on the optimization, the optimal layout has parameters as listed in Table 4. The mooring cost has been normalized according to the total CAPEX and OPEX of the WEC.
Table 4. Results of the optimization of the mooring system for Case 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Optimum Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of mooring lines (-)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mooring line diameter (mm)</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Footprint radius (m)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal stiffness (kN/m)</td>
<td>954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized mooring system cost</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9a illustrates the evaluated points, with the optimum as a red marker. Figure 9b presents a contour plot for the cost of the mooring when normalized according to the total WEC cost. The figure presents systems with and without cost penalty, but the satisfying solutions are found in the normalized cost range 0.13–0.15. In this plot, it is possible to detect the influence of each parameter. In the top right plot, the footprint radius is plotted against the number of lines. The line diameter is kept constant in this plot and corresponds to the optimum. It is clearly seen that the footprint radius only provides a small influence on the cost, while an approximately 15% cost reduction can be achieved by varying the number of lines. Naturally, a large number of lines increases the cost due to installation, the amount of anchors and line materials, etc., but it also highly influences the mooring stiffness, corresponding motions and line tensions. Decreasing the line number from six to four decreases the mooring stiffness by 32% and results in larger excursions. Fewer lines also need to each take up a larger part of the load, and the tension with four lines is 10% larger than with six lines, resulting in insufficient strength. Increasing the line number to 10 lines increases the stiffness by 63%, but the larger number of lines means that each line only takes 75% of the tension experienced in the system with six lines. This means that the anchor size can be decreased. The installation cost is primarily dependent on the number of lines and is, therefore, largest for the system with 10 lines (80% larger than the cost for four lines); but since the motion limit is exceeded with four lines, the cost penalty has been applied to the system, and the difference appears smaller in Figure 9. Clearly, the optimum value is found as a balance between finding the lowest number of lines, where low installation cost is present, and finding a high enough number of lines to ensure small tensions in the lines with a corresponding need for smaller anchors and certainty on the line strength.

Figure 9. (a) Sample point from the optimization of Case 1; (b) cost contour plot of the optimization of Case 1. The mooring cost has been normalized according to the total WEC cost.
Considering the number of lines against the line diameter, it is clear that the most dominating parameter is the diameter. Having a small line results in a very compliant system, which in many cases causes a violation of the surge limit, while the line also provides less and insufficient strength. It is necessary to use some of the largest considered diameters in order to find a suitable solution, and the least expensive is found by using the strongest lines and reducing the line number.

In the final plot, this tendency is also observed as the footprint radius only provides minor importance while the line diameter is paramount to optimize. Considering all the graphs by Figure 9, it is noticeable that a large part of the evaluation provides insufficient solutions, and it would merely have been necessary to consider a few of the largest line diameters.

### 3.2. Case 2

As presented in Table 2, Case 2 considers an overall mooring design similar to the system in Case 1. However, this structure is located at a greater water depth and has less restriction on surge and none on pitch; cf. Table 1. By also considering Table 2, it is observed that this case allows for a larger footprint radius, which provides a larger range to find an optimum solution. Table 5 presents the results from the optimization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Optimum Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of mooring lines (-)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mooring line diameter (mm)</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Footprint radius (m)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal stiffness (kN/m)</td>
<td>548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized mooring system cost</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10a presents the sample points. It is clearly indicated that the solver identified the need for large line diameters and aimed the search at these diameters. Similarly, it is indicated that smaller footprint radii were sufficient.

**Figure 10.** (a) Sample point from the optimization of Case 2; (b) cost contour plot of the optimization of Case 2. The mooring cost has been normalized according to the total WEC cost.
Figure 10b presents the cost contour for the problem where the working solutions are found in the normalized cost range 0.15–0.19. Similar to the previous case, one parameter (the optimum) is kept constant in each diagram, and the influence from the remaining can be identified.

When considering the footprint radius against the number of lines, a similar tendency as in Case 1 is observed. Variation in the number of lines provides a cost difference of approximately 20%. This difference is primarily caused by the influence on anchor and line loads. A large number of anchors might cause a high cost, but having too few lines causes large loads and insufficient strength. The cost is less independent of the footprint radius.

In the plot of line diameter against the number of lines, the influence from the former is seen to be crucial for the cost. Decreasing the line diameter leads to a paramount cost increase, because of the penalty function, as the line strength tends to become insufficient or the compliance so large that the excursion limit is exceeded. The number of lines plays a less important role, but it is seen how too few lines cause a higher cost.

In the final plot, the footprint radius and line diameter are presented with the number of lines kept constant. Similar conclusions can be made from this, which indicates that the main parameter is the line diameter. The footprint radius has a minor influence, but by decreasing it, the line material is decreased and results in some minor cost reduction.

3.3. Case 3

Case 3 consists of a larger number of optimization parameters compared to the first two cases. Table 6 presents the result of the optimization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Optimum Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hawser line diameter (mm)</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Footprint radius (m)</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buoy 1 diameter (m)</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buoy 2 diameter (m)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal stiffness (kN/m)</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Normalized mooring system cost ($c_{\text{mooring}}/c_{\text{total}}$) | 0.48 |

When considering Figure 11a, it is obvious that the code identified the minimum and concentrated the evaluation around this point. In Figure 11b, where the working range of the normalized cost is 0.48–0.52, it is apparent that a significant parameter for the cost is the line diameter. Similar to Cases 1 and 2, only the largest line diameters provide sufficient strength, but in this system, a larger range of diameters is adequate. Considering the very low stiffness presented in Table 6, it will be expected to obtain smaller loads. In the top graph, the influence from the two buoys can be identified. Buoy 1, which is the bottom buoy, provides the lowest influence on the cost, while the top buoy provides the most influence in the system and hence determines the cost. The best solution is found by having a large buoy at the top, while the other can be relatively small. The footprint radius (and thereby, the hawser line length) also provides an important influence on the system, as it highly determines the overall stiffness. Having a large radius provides large compliance and mainly causes problems with exceedance of the surge restraint. A small radius still ensures satisfaction of all requirements, but results in larger loads, hence the need for a larger anchor. Compared to Cases 1 and 2, the mooring cost of this system is taking up a larger part of the total cost. This is partly because the device itself is less expensive, but also because the gravity type anchor in this system is expensive and other types should be investigated.
3.4. Case 4

As described in Section 2.2, the hydrodynamic model of the WEC in Case 4 provides a significant inaccuracy, which also affects the optimization procedure. Table 7 presents the result for this case.

Table 7. Results of the optimization of the mooring system for Case 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Optimum Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of mooring lines (-)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mooring line diameter (mm)</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Footprint radius (m)</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buoy diameter (m)</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal stiffness (kN/m)</td>
<td>373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized mooring system cost</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the implications of using linear theory on an overtopping device, very large loads are seen and cause difficulty in finding an adequate solution. Consequently, the strongest line is chosen and with the highest number of lines. Figure 12 clearly identifies the problem of finding a solution since a significant part of the design space gives a high cost due to the penalty function. The normalized cost of the working systems is in the range 0.22–0.24. The number of lines provides an influence as it helps distribute the loads into more lines and thereby secures sufficient strength in each and also lighter anchors. Similar, the footprint radius can be used for modifying the cost through its effect on the stiffness and load on anchors. Clearly, a large radius is desired as the longer lines introduce more compliance.

The buoy size also plays an import part in the system response and cost. By having a large buoy with high buoyancy, the stiffness of the system is primarily an effect of the line stiffness, while also a large pretension in obtained. A smaller buoy results in more vertical compliance and reduces the line tensions. The optimizer identifies a small buoy as the most feasible solution and instead requires strong lines and a larger footprint radius.
4. Discussion and Conclusions

This paper used a surrogate-based optimization model to find the most suitable mooring configuration for four large floating WECs, considering design in the ULS and aiming to find the least costly solutions. Based on the presented environmental conditions and design constraints for each device, numerical models were constructed in the BEM code NEMOH and time domain model OrcaFlex. In this connection, a database of costs was constructed and used to calculate the total lifetime cost for each solution.

Based on the optimization routine, four working solutions were found. Even though it is not possible to detect from the normalized values in Figures 9–12, it was found that the cost for Cases 1, 2 and 3 approached comparable values despite some differences in the mooring layouts as Case 3 is equipped with a buoy and hawser, while Case 1 and 2 are turret systems. The cost for these two become high due to the turret system, while Case 4 becomes expensive due to larger loads and more anchors. Case 3 provides a clear low value when compared to the other cases and can both be explained by the fact that the mooring layout is much different, but also by the fact that the WEC is extremely light compared to the other devices and with a much smaller draught, which induces smaller loads on the WEC. As the devices are different in layout, it is not possible to directly compare the cost between the cases. In [8], the cost of mooring for a single point absorber buoy is listed to take up 8% of the total CAPEX, which for the current four cases is in the range 8–25%. The larger structures, hence, result in relatively more expensive moorings due to increased loads.

For all cases, the line diameter provided the largest impact on the cost of the mooring, as a relatively large line diameter was needed in the layouts in order to ensure sufficient strength to avoid line failure and to provide enough stiffness to avoid undesirably large motions. In the SALM system, some cost was saved by adjusting primarily the size of the top buoy as it highly influences the stiffness; cf. Figure 13. When having a small buoy, the stiffness is low for small motions, but the risk increases of fully stretching the system where the stiffness curve becomes steep and large tensions can occur (also seen in Figure 13). Similarly, the footprint radius was important to restrain in order to avoid large motions. In addition to the line diameter, the SPM system was influenced by most parameters. In this case, very high loads were obtained due to the problems of using linear theory on the device, but it was shown how the number of lines and footprint radius could affect the stiffness and thereby loads and
cost; cf. Figure 13. The surface buoy provided a great impact on the cost as it is a paramount influencer on the stiffness. Having a large buoy provides a much stiffer system and thereby introduces large line loads, also because much more pretension is in the lines due to higher buoyancy. The study showed that decreasing the size as much as possible provided the least expensive solution. Similar to the SALM system, the use of a small buoy in this solution increases the risk of fully stretching the system, with risk of high loads. In this case, however, it was still found more feasible to use a small buoy; cf. Figure 13. For this particular case, there might be more cost savings, possibly by first improving the model to account for the energy dissipation by overtopping. Afterwards, it is highly relevant to consider a synthetic hawser, as well. This will introduce additional compliance to the system, but needs to be balanced with the stiffness from the buoy. Having a large buoy implies that much tension will be put on the hawser, and in this case, a small buoy is expected.

When considering Figures 9–12, it is clear that some of the optimum solutions are found in minimums on the response surface where the gradient is large. Even minor changes to the system layout in these areas can result in significant changes of the cost, meaning that the solution is very sensitive to input parameters and their uncertainties. In some applications, it would be reasonable to search for areas where also the gradient is low in order to find solutions where the cost estimate is more reliable. In addition, the study also showed that some parameters had a minor effect on the mooring cost. From a safety point of view, it would be beneficial, e.g., to use more lines if the effect on cost is only minor in order to apply more redundancy and safety. These considerations are not included in the optimization routine, but a very strong benefit of the surrogate-based model is that information of the entire response surface is achieved and allows for additional and manual evaluation of the surface and potential use of other solutions than the global minimum.

The paper showed that it was possible to use a surrogate-based optimization routine to determine an optimum mooring solution with only a limited number of evaluations. The total computational time for each case was in the range of 25–30 h, which is reasonably low for a design process. For each case, a solution fulfilling all specified design criteria and ensuring survivability was found, and the parameters affecting the mooring cost for each layout were identified. In future studies, it would be natural to improve the hydrodynamic models further and investigate their further potential cost reduction. This study only considered a surrogate-based optimization procedure with a limited number of models, while many others exist, both surrogate models and other types of optimization routines. The advantage of the present method is considerable where only a limited number of function evaluations is needed and can be used for this type of problem.
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